Originality Analysis

You can now check papers for originality! Either a **Student** or a **Professor** can review a report that is generated when the papers are uploaded to course kit. The analysis compares the uploaded paper to text found on the web and flags passages that do not look to be original. This tool is particularly useful for learning how to cite passages properly. 

*Please note that student work is not stored or compared against a database of other papers so course kit originality analysis does not function quite like Turn it in.*

**Students can check before they submit.**
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  - **Check originality**
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**AND Faculty can review after a student submits.**

```
In the book The Great Gatsby, almost all the characters deal with loneliness in their lives at some point or another. Jay Gatsby started his life lonely, lived his life lonely and died lonely. "He had never really accepted...his parents." (pg.99). At a young age he began his journey to make something out of himself. He never got along with
```